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VULNERABLE MISSION CONFERENCES 2013
Go to vulnerablemission.org for all the following information:
1. Flier on the US vulnerable mission workshop, Norwich, Sep. 24th 2013.
2. Program of US vulnerable mission workshop.
3. Copy of brochure for UK VM conference; 14th to 16th November 2013.
4. Copy of Flier for the UK VM conference.
5. Copy of provisional programme for the UK VM conference.
6. Information for speakers to the UK VM conference.
7. List of confirmed speakers for the conference.
Dowload your copy of the above brochure for details on how to register for the UK
conference.
We have four excellent quality speakers for the US workshop.
We have up to fourteen excellent quality speakers for the UK conference.

Solomon Aryeetey’s article sub-titled ‘A Word to the West from the Rest’ in the
April 2013 EMQ (Evangelical Missions’ Quarterly) states: “If we were to try to
identify the one main thing that stands in our way when it comes to the missionary
enterprise … it would be this: the overwhelming attitude and complex of superiority
with which the vast majority of the Western Church is afflicted, and its twin evil,
namely, the complex of inferiority that is so deeply rooted in the Church found in the
so-called ‘Majority World.’” Stan Nussbaum, AVM board member has commented
that; “This is one of the most VM-ish statements I have seen coming from a person
from the Majority World.” (EMQ, 49(2), 166-174. See here:
http://www.emisdirect.com/emq/issue-323/2777

Jim Harries’ blog looks at critical aspects of the transition between orality and
literacy: http://www.wciujournal.org/blog/post/the-transition-between-orality-andliteracy
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Jean Johnson was recently interviewed by Mission Nexus. This organisation is
widely respected for its role in bringing together evangelical missionary initiatives
from around the USA. To hear what Jean had to say, go here:
http://wmausa.org/files/Jean%20Johnson%20Downloads/February%202013%20Jean
%20Johnson.mp3
John Tuggy’s article entitled ‘Mission, Partnership and Power:
Perspectives from the Past, Features of the Future, and the Challenge of
Covenant Communion’ is found here: http://www.missionalmusings.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/John-Tuggy-Mission-Partnership-and-Power-v2.0.pdf John
makes a fascinating study on recent changes in global mission praxis. He has already
won an award for this essay. John writes: “This requires mission societies and local
churches alike to recognize and think differently about power. The narrative of
Scripture offers us the covenantal model to help us recognize, confront, and transform
the power inequalities inherent to missional partnerships, rather than attempting to
ignore them before inevitably succumbing to them.”
See here for a review of Jim’s book Theory to Practice in Vulnerable Mission, in
LST Insight, 2(2). See here:
http://issuu.com/lstheology/docs/insight_magazine_issue2_/38 “Harries answers this
to some extent, recognising that communication of the gospel is a whole person
matter conveyed in more than words. Often, this will involve sacrifical living based
on the incarnation itself. It is the heart of the gospel pure and simple, rather than
tainted with the political and economic accountrements of wetern culture that Harries
pleads for; calling fo a concentration on the salt of the gospel rather than the
hegemonising cultural diet it often comes with” states the reviewer.

European Missiological Conference, April 2014
Mission and Money – Mission in the Context of Global Inequalities
Jonas Adelin Jørgensen, chairperson to the conference, has written to
me (Jim) personally, hoping that someone from the AVM will attend
this conference.
Details here: http://missionstudies.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/iams-matters-8-2013_apr-aug.pdf

Do get your copy of Jean Johnson’s book We are Not the Hero.
This is packed full of practical advice on how to go about doing
mission in a way that truly glorifies Christ, and not the ‘West’:
www.wearenotthehero.com A commentator stated: “We are
thinking missional in our own backyard, while making Western
cultural Christianity the way to God around the world. If you
plan to do any ministry, at any level, in other parts of the world,
this book is for you.”
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To get your pdf copy of this flier for UK conference go here:
http://www.vulnerablemission.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/ConfFlyer5-UK-VMconf-Nov.-2013.pdf
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This flyer for Jim’s new book Communication in Mission and Development can be
downloaded on line here: http://www.vulnerablemission.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/06/communication-flier.pdf
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